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What is TaintDroid? 

•  Access rights for app set while installing 

•  No way to track how the data is used by the 
application 

PRIVACY-SENSITIVE SOURCES: 

•  GPS, accelerometer 

•  Camera, microphone 

•  Phone number, IMEI, SIM card number 



Approach Overview 

CHALLENGES: 

•  Static source code analysis infeasible 

•  Resource constraints on Smartphones 

•  Several types of  privacy sensitive data 

•  Dynamic data 

•  Sharing information between apps 



Approach Overview 

•  Dynamic taint analysis 

•  Taint source 

•  Taint marking indicating the information type 

•  Taint propagation 

•  Instruction level taint analysis -> complexity, taint 
explosion 

 



Approach Overview 



Approach Overview 

•  Assumption: native code is trusted 

•  Only 5% of  apps using own native-code libraries 
(2010) 

•  Modified native library loader -> only native 
libraries from firmware can be loaded 



Background: Android 

•  Dalvik VM Interpreter 

•  Native Methods 

•  Binder IPC 



TaintDroid Implementation 



TaintDroid Implementation 

ARCHITECTURE IMPLEMENTATION 
CHALLENGES: 

•  Taint Tag Storage 

•  Interpreted Code Taint Propagation 

•  Native Code Taint Propagation 

•  IPC Taint Propagation 

•  Secondary Storage Taint Propagation 



Taint Tag Storage 

•  Tainted variables types: method local vars, method args, 
class static fields, class instance fields, arrays 

•  Method local vars and args kept on an internal stack 

•  Method invoked => new stack frame allocated 

•  Allocation taint storage by doubling frame size  
(32-bit register and 32-bit taint tag adjacent to each other) 

•  One tag per array / string (minimization of  storage 
overhead), but leads to false positives 



Taint Tag Storage 



Interpreted Code Taint 
Propagation (Dalvik VM) 

DATA FLOW LOGIC: 



Interpreted Code Taint 
Propagation (Dalvik VM) 

•  Data flow logic is straightforward except for aget-op 
for array and iget-op for class’ field 

Explanation for aget-op (array index taint): 

•  Translation table from lowercase to uppercase chars 

•  If  tained val ‘a’ is used as an array index the 
resulting ‘A’ should be tainted even though ‘A’ value 
in the array is not 



Interpreted Code Taint 
Propagation (Dalvik VM) 

Explanation for iget-op (tainting object references): 



Native Code Taint 
Propagation 

•  Native code unmonitored in TaintDroid 

•  Stack frame augmented (access to java args’ taint 
tags) 

•  Internal VM methods instrumented manually 

•  For JNI the JNI bridge is patched (union of  method 
args taint tags is assigned to the result taint tag) 

•  (a propagation using source code in JNI is planned 
to be implemented) 



IPC Taint Propagation 

•  Message-level propagation 

•  Variable-level propagation would be bad (encoding 
sequence of  scalars as string) 

•  Leads to false positives 

•  Future plans: word-level taint tags along with 
additional consistency checks 



Secondary Storage Taint 
Propagation 

•  Taint tag may be lost when data is written to file 

•  One taint tag per file => false positives 

•  Extended attribute support (YAFFS2) 



Taint Interface Library 

FUNCTIONS OF TAINT INTERFACE LIBRARY: 

•  Add taint markings to variables 

•  Retrieve taint markings from variables 

•  No possibility to set or clear 



Privacy Hook Placement 

LOW BANDWIDTH SENSORS 

•  E.g. location and accelerometer 

•  LocationManager and SensorManager 

HIGH BANDWIDTH SENSORS 

•  E.g. microphone, camera 

•  OS shares this information via large data buffers, 
files or both 



Privacy Hook Placement 

INFORMATION DATABASES 

•  Data stored in files 

DEVICE IDENTIFIERS 

•  Phone number, SIM card number, IMEI number 

•  Accessible by well-defined API in Android 



Privacy Hook Placement 

NETWORK TAINT SINK 

•  Checking if  private-sensitive information is sent 
away 

•  VM interpreter-based solution => taint sink placed 
in Java at the point the native socket library is 
invoked 



Application Study 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

•  From the set of  1100 apps (50 most popular from 
each category) 358 required Internet permission 

•  From this 358 apps set 30 apps were randomly 
selected (8.4% sample size) 

•  22,594 packets (8.6 MB) 

•  1,130 TCP connections 



Application Study 



Application Study 



Performance Evaluation 

MACROBENCHMARK 



Performance Evaluation 

JAVA MICROBENCHMARK (Caffeine) 



Performance Evaluation 

IPC MICROBENCHMARK 

 

 

 

 



Conclusions 

•  Tracks only data flows 

•  Do not track control flows 

•  14% performance overhead 

•  2/3 of  the apps in the study exhibit suspicious 
handling of  sensitive data 

•  ½ of  the apps reported users’ location to remote ads 
servers 



THANK YOU! 

Questions? 


